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Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants



By Doug Haley For the last few years, I have watched with much interest the ongoing saga of the attempts to convert a common, highly-reliable auto engine for use in an aircraft. At first glance it seems like a pretty simple task. Gear it down to get the propeller in an efficient rpm range (2000-2500 rpm), stick some exhaust pipes on it, put it in your bird, hook up a radiator and go flying. Somewhere along the way it usually gets terribly involved, confusing, and the power to weight ratio goes out the window as modifiers try to make an automotivebased engine look and act like an aircraft engine, with huge gear-drive accessory cases, fixed-timing magnetos (or a single distributor), and other aircraft engine accouterments. If you stop and think for a minute, several things about automotive-type powerplants are very evident. Your car starts at the turn of a key, right now. From the oldest beater to the newest car, if it has gas, spark and will turn over . . . it starts. How long would you tolerate not being able to start your car under almost any weather conditions? Today's auto engines are made to 38 JULY 1991



UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING, INC. 116 W. Main Winamac, IN 46996 operate, perform well and stay cooled at freeway speeds (and above) for extended periods of time. Whether it's at 300 feet below sea level in Death Valley at 125°, or at 10,000 feet msl in the mountains of Colorado at 20 below zero. Running an engine at a constant speed (such as in an airplane or for long distances in an automobile) is the easiest possible use to which an internal combustion engine can be put. That is one of the reasons that there is no excuse for the abysmal mechanical record of the aircraft engines currently in use. The smaller displacement automotive engines, such as the 2.8 liter V-6 Chevrolet, turn 3700 rpm at 70 mph. This is a normal all day and all night cruise speed on most interstates. We all know that a vehicle operated mostly on the highway will last much longer than one used in stop-and-go driving. Aircraft engines are not designed for



continuous running at rated horsepower. In fact, certification only requires one run at full power for 25 hours. And the engine can be shut down during the full power run for normal maintenance and parts replacement during the test. Some engines are rated for max power only at takeoff, and only for short periods of time. How many of us cruise at 25 square? 75% power? You drive out to the airport in your car that always starts and then can't get your high-dollar aircraft engine started. Why not? The main reason is that aircraft engines have very low compression. In addition to low compression, aircraft engines have piston to cylinder clearances that are so large as to be laughable. Where an automotive engine has .002"-.0035" piston clearance, an aircraft engine has .007"-.008". (I promise not to start talking about cylinder choke.) These clearances are necessary in air-cooled engines to keep the pistons from seizing, especially during power-off descents. It is sad that after using precious fuel to climb to altitude, we have to continue to use fuel to maintain power during descent to



Front cover with lubrication finings and axial load carrying roller bearings installed. Large roller bearings absorb side thrust on propeller shaft and allow for end play of the crankshaft. Complete drive for an installation using a driveshaft to the propeller, such as a Cirrus. The end of the output shaft is splined to accept a driveshaft slip yoke. This drive is Installed in Gerry Greth's Cirrus.



keep an air-cooled engine from shock cooling. Piston clearances are one of the reasons aircraft engines are difficult to keep from consuming large quantities of oil. If my '89 V-8 Camaro used more than a half-quart of oil between changes, I would have it at the dealer for repairs. My 4-cylinder Dodge Caravan trekked through the mountains of



Colorado past 7,800 ft. several times, hauling five adults and 300 pounds of gear. It used a quart from Indiana to the mountains and back, even though it was pulling up hill and down in first and second gear for 25-30 minutes at a time. Yet, if I can go 25 hours without adding oil to an aircraft engine that never turns over 2500 rpm, I consider



myself lucky. I have had and flown a



Polyurethane bushings are used on the horizontal motor mount bolts. This powerplant is installed in the engine bay of Gerry Greth's Cirrus. The dual plug heads use two



separate independently powered ignition systems.



Taylorcraft BC-12D, two AA1 Yankees, a M20C and M20E, Comanche 250, Travel Air, Baron, 310-K and a LA-4. All of them used oil at what to me was an



unconscionable rate. Another reason aircraft engines are hardstarting is fixed-timing magnetos that, even with an impulse coupling, cannot generate enough spark at cranking speeds nor fire it at the most opportune time to start an engine. Especially a hot or a cold engine. What? Did I say that? Hot or cold? You know it's true. Try and start a 200 hp Mooney, or a 310, or a ?? right after shutdown. Likewise, if your engine is cold and the OAT is under 20 degrees Fahrenheit .. . good luck. Unless you know the correct drill and the batteries are up to snuff



So, now we get to a possible solution to the above mentioned problems by utilizing what is hopefully an ideal powerplant. We will use an automotive-based, liquid-cooled engine, incorporating all of the latest electronic technology to control mixture and spark. A lightweight four-bolt main aluminum block V-8 engine with fuel injection. Aluminum heads with hardened stellite valve seat inserts, two spark plugs in each cylinder and true separate dual ignitions. A V-6 with lower weight and horsepower is possible, as is a much larger (over 600 cubic inches) V-8 or V-12. Normally aspirated engine output can be from 150 to 400 + horsepower depending on configuration (displacement, cam, induction system, compression ratio, etc.). SPORT AVIATION 39



Ray Ward of Houston. Proud father of a Super BD-4-V8.



The crankshaft and rods will be made from ultra tough steel forgings; pistons forged from high-strength aluminum, cam-ground and finished to exacting specifications; pistons and rods matchbalanced to a fraction of a gram. The entire reciprocating assembly will be statically and dynamically balanced to a fraction of a gram. Total weight with reduction drive and cooling system will be 503 pounds - less weight than a 6cylinder aircraft engine that can make only 260 hp. Horsepower is a function of rpm and torque. Besides noting engine operating parameters, the only two things a dynamometer needs to measure to compute horsepower are torque (in IDS./ ft. or NM) and rpm.



A 250 hp Lycoming still makes 250 hp even if you gear it 2:1 at the propeller. Only if you spin the engine faster does it make more horsepower. Then the volumetric efficiency increases. That is in fact why high-powered aircraft engines are geared. The engine can spin up higher and make more horsepower without increasing the propeller rpm. V-8 engines in marine applications routinely run over 6000 rpm all day. Our particular configuration can be run reliably at outputs of 700 + hp. So you can see that making only 400 hp is not unduly straining the engine. No more messing with the mixture. Ever! There is no mixture control. The fuel injection, knock sensing and deto-



Initial construction of the cowl for Ray Ward's aircraft. Strips of foam were glued and fastened to the airplane and then glassed outside and inside. The propeller is a Hartzell 74" three blade (HC-E34R-IRF-D3261-3) that has a 9" extension built into the hub. 40 JULY 1991



nation control are computer controlled, as are the dual separately-powered ignition and charging systems. A limphome mode keeps you flying if a problem would happen to develop in the electronics. Your car uses similar systems. If you want to use a carburetor, with some loss of efficiency, the cost comes down substantially. It is worth noting that an automotive-type engine adapted to aircraft use will be perfectly happy running on low-cost unleaded pump gas. Not only will you save money, but you'll be helping to keep the air clean by not burning leaded fuel. Another monetary side benefit is your ability to file for a refund of the road taxes, since you didn't use the fuel on the roads! These days that is $.30/gallon and up. $.80/gallon fuel sounds real good to me. Dual spark plugs and dual ignition are required by regulation for very good reason. Redundancy. Just as we all like to have an alternate electric and vacuum source on our aircraft, so do we need dual ignition. A stand-alone magneto in the distributor hole fires one set of plugs. A computerized crank-trigger ignition system, with no moving parts, fires the other set of plugs to form an ideal fail-safe combination. The chance of a modern magneto or solid-state computerized ignition system going bad is extremely remote. However, the possiblity does exist. The odds of both systems giving up at the same time are, for all intents, non-existent. Because our engine is water-cooled, all cylinders run at the same temperature, unlike air-cooled engines that can have wildly divergent cylinder head temperatures. Overheating in the rear cylinders is a very common problem with air-cooled engines. A properly engineered water-cooled system eliminates hot spots and steam pockets in any attitude. A further benefit of water cooling is the ability to pull the power back to idle at any time for a fast descent. It is ridiculous to use expensive fuel to ascend and then have to use more fuel to do a slow, power-on descent from way



out to keep from shriveling your aircooled cylinders into prunes. You can make the cowl super clean with only a small air inlet for the engine intake. Put the radiator inside the airframe where it will do the most good for the weight and balance. With proper ducting, get the cooling air to exit faster than it entered. This gives a net gain in thrust, instead of the dreaded cooling drag. Another plus is using engine coolant to heat the cabin instead of exhaust heat exchanges. When's the last time you had a car with a heater that leaked? As you are undoubtedly aware, the primary engine that powered the Voyager around the world was a liquid-



cooled engine. Now that a major manufacturer has a liquid-cooled aircraft engine, they act as if they discovered liquid cooling on their own. Do the names OX-5 or P-51 ring a bell? Does the "new" water-cooled Continental engine look like a plumber's nightmare? To keep our tightly clearanced engine from wearing out prematurely we must use, and keep maintained, high-efficiency air and oil filters. A low-restriction, oiled element for the intake limits ingested particle size. An oil filter in the lubrication system traps particles smaller than the thickness of an oil film so they will wash harmlessly through the system. We will incorporate guages to continuously monitor oil pressure and oil temperature, water temperature and pressure, and an eight-probe exhaust gas temperature sensor. A high-accuracy electronic tach will show rpm with no mechanical aberrations, clattering cables or jiggling needles. If an analog display is needed, the magneto can drive a recording tachometer. Automatic transmission engines use a light, thin flywheel called a flex plate to connect the crankshaft to the torque converter. We will use a somewhat heavier one made from aluminum that won't distort at high rpm, and contains near its periphery, a steel inertia ring, and on its periphery a steel ring gear for the starter to engage. We will also use a high-efficiency silicone-filled crankshaft damper. The C-8 is inherently smooth! There aren't many engines that run rougher than an opposed 4-cylinder aircraft engine with no flywheel. Is that what the propeller is for . . . to smooth things out? To put 400 + hp into the air we need a good-sized prop-fan or a large conventional propeller. A 90" three-blade would work nicely. That gives a 45" radius from the crankshaft centerline. So now let's consider reduction drives. A spur-gear drive will do if you don't mind the prop turning backwards. Aviation-quality gears are O.K., except that they are incomprehensibly expensive in small (or large) quantities, and noisy. An idler gear to turn the prop in the right direction increases cost, noise and complexity. A very compact, durable concentric drive can be made with planetary gearing. However, if we run our engine with the cylinder heads up, the 90" prop will be beating itself to death on the ground - unless it's in a big taildragger. We can run the engine upside-down with modifications, but you add over $2,500 to the cost. Toothed belts are being used by a number of modifiers. HTD belts in the widths now being used are only safe for a couple of hundred horsepower at



Final shape of the cowl before being removed and being glassed inside. Note the P-51 A style air inlet. Two NACA inlets will be incorporated into the cowl; one for the oil cooler, one for ventilation inside of the cowl.



best. A few builders have used the Gates Polychain GT belt. This is a 14mm pitch belt with a Gates-patented tooth design and Kevlar reinforcement. (They make shrapnel vests out of Kevlar.) The problem is - Gates becomes bleary-eyed and apoplectic when you mention their belts and aircraft in the same breath. The belt drive is easy to make if you don't need a constantspeed prop. A couple of plates, some channels for spacers, bearings, sprockets, some way to hold the prop hub on, and a belt. That's why most of the belt drives look similar. That brings us, finally, to a link-plate chain. This is the same type of chain that turns the cam in your car, transfers power from the engine to the transmis-



sion in the Eldorado and Toronado (472 and 455 cu. in. with 390 hp and up), and does likewise in numerous other front-wheel and four-wheel drive applications. It drives rock-crushing mills, conveyors, and all manner of extremeduty devices. It is eminently suited for our application. Two sprockets and a chain lend themselves to a limited number of configurations, just as the engines in our automobiles bear similarities to each other (i.e. inline or V, heads separate and on top, overhead valves, water pump and other accessories in front and belt-driven, chain-drive cam, and the list goes on). In designing a chain drive we are saddled with several constraints: the smal-



The Super BD-4 cowl comes apart in four pieces: bottom, two cheek pieces and a top center piece that houses the engine air inlet. At right is the old 300 hp Lycoming cowl. SPORT AVIATION 41



Universal Engineering, Inc.'s aluminum dual-plug small block Chevy cylinder head. Two separate ignition systems are used, such as one magneto and one computerized crank-trigger. Water passages have been relocated and modified to allow for two sparkplugs and to maintain superior cooling around them. The center siamesed exhaust ports are spread apart and a water passage runs between them to moderate the intense heat that normally builds up in this area.



ler sprocket goes on the crankshaft, the larger on the propshaft; the need to pressure lubricate the chain; lightest weight possible consistent with good design strength (60-100 Ibs.); a heavyduty, lightweight aluminum or magnesium backing plate/rear cover (including motor mounts) to bolt on the flywheel end of the engine; a bulletproof front cover; generous bearings top and bottom; heavy-duty shafts, sprockets and chain; and a means of feeding governor oil to a constant-speed prop. The propeller governor is mounted low on the water pump end of the engine, driven by a toothed belt at the proper ratio to engine speed. Once the basic layout of the reduction drive is in place, an engine to put it on must be chosen. There are only a few automotive-type engines that lend themselves to conversion for aircraft use. Most are too heavy for the power produced. Others can make the power, but parts availability is a problem. Some have chronic overheating woes. The small-block Chevrolet, first used in 1955 and in service to this day in the same basic form, is by far the most widely used powerplant in North America. That says a lot for it. It has been used in everything from low power applications to dual-tur-



bocharged 1200+ horsepower killer cars and boats. OEM and after-market parts are readily available. You can assemble an entire engine without ever buying anything from GM. Combine this with the availability of the big block and V-6 engines, and the Ryan Falconer aluminum V-12, all with identical bellhousing bolt patterns which make it possible to put the same reduction unit on all of them. As you can see from the accompanying photographs, we have attempted to address the areas of concern mentioned above. The Universal Engineering, Inc. crankshaft speed reduction unit, designed and executed by Kevin Sweeney, which fits any GM engine with the Chevrolet bellhousing bolt pattern, is ideal for many applications. When used on an aluminum V-6, the combination is lighter than a 4-cylinder aircraft engine or a belt drive cast-iron V-6. When used on a small-block V-8 with a pair of dual spark-plug cylinder heads and extra ignition the combination is unbeatable. For you warbird fanatics, the Falconer V-12 is a mustsee item. A few last thoughts relative to your car and your airplane. Consider how long and how well your car would run if you had a qualified mechanic annual it



Close up of dual plug combustion chamber. 42 JULY 1991



Propeller hub and nut. Nut is torqued, then set-screwed, then held captive by the propeller hub.



every year, using an extensive checklist, just like you have an A&P do your airplane. Door panels, carpet and all access covers removed; compression checked, timing set, air cleaner replaced, all filters and fluids replaced, all lines, wires and hoses inspected; examine and pack the wheel bearings; peek with a light inside the doors, rocker panels and other hidden areas susceptible to unseen rust and corrosion. No fair driving the car until every deficiency has been corrected. The most common items replaced on an automobile while it is being serviced are belts, hoses and shocks. When's the last time you heard of someone blowing up the motor in an automobile? Catastrophic failures are extremely rare. The life expectancy of a modern automobile engine using unleaded fuel is over 150,000 miles. A major oil manufacturer is now offering a guarantee that their lubricant will not allow any oilrelated failures in your automobile for 250,000 miles. In most cases, the only time an engine is disassembled is when the compression is so bad that it is hard to start or idles badly. By that time the entire car is undoubtedly in such poor condition that it's ready for the trash heap anyway. Car mechanics routinely leave engines in service that have cylinders with low compression. A dry/wet compression test, and a leakdown test should determine whether it is rings or valves that are causing the loss of compression. If broken rings are the cause, a complete engine teardown is necessary. Gee! It would probably cost $700 to have a shop major a 6-cylinder automobile engine. I guess that's why most car owners forego the repair. Unless the engine idles so poorly as to be intolerable, most owners won't spend the money to have it fixed until it does idle so poorly that it becomes unbearable. Automobile engines are extremely reliable and trouble-free. There is no



Propeller shaft, gear and bearings for a tractor or pusher aircraft that has the prop mounted on the powerplant. Gear is press fit onto the splined shaft and snap ringed into place. Tapered Timken roller bearings on each side of the gear are shimmed for preload. Outer roller bearing (race on shaft next to splines) absorbs axial loads on the propeller shaft. Billet aluminum prop flange is held onto shaft with a large spigoted nut that is set-screwed in place and also held captive by the propeller hub. Current design shaft and hub are one piece.



reason not to put them in our aircraft. Questions or suggestions can be directed to Doug Haley or Kevin Sweeney at Universal Engineering. QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS . . .



Universal Engineering gets asked a ton of questions each year. .. the most common of which are addressed below by Doug Haley. The cost of an all-aluminum V-6 engine making up to 250 horsepower can range from $8,000 up. If you can stand the added weight of iron heads (30 Ibs. per pair additional), subtract about $2,000. Total weight, approximately 300 Ibs.



The cost of an all-aluminum V-8 will start at around $9,000 and produce 250-400+ horsepower. Again, if you can stand the extra weight of the iron heads (approximately 40 Ibs. per pair) you can save $800-$2,000. If you can use an iron block (70 Ibs. additional) you save $3,600. The weight of an aluminum V-8 ready to go is 405 Ibs. The Ryan Falconer V-12 weighs 503 Ibs. (Falconer Industries, 1370 B Burton Ave., Salinas, CA 93901) The reduction drive weighs from 60 to 100 pounds depending on whether it is aluminum or magnesium, the reduction ratio, and if it is for a V-8 or V-6. Cost is $3,500-$5,000, with the same considerations. Eight week delivery is normal.



Pulley, mount and prop governor. A one inch wide toothed belt, driven by a sprocket on the crankshaft, turns the governor at the correct ratio to engine speed. The mount incorporated inlet and pressure fittings and a drain. Woodward or Hartzell governors



can be used.



Gerry Greth's V-8 mounted on the dyno showing the aluminum Reactor plate and one-piece stub shaft attached to the flywheel end of the crankshaft. Six bolts near the rim hold a steel inertia ring to the opposite side. The nine pairs of small screws attach the starter ring to the rim. The inertia ring helps to smooth the idle. The aluminum plate is stiff enough that any waving or flexing at speed is eliminated.



The propeller flange is about 14.5" from the face of the block where the drive attaches. This dimension can be varied by making the propeller shaft a different length. The large ears on the sides of the drive can be used as motor mounts. Some minimum prices for high-quality engine parts: aluminum block, $3,500; crankshaft, $800; rods, $600; pistons, $400; heads (with one-piece Inconel exhaust valves and one-piece stainless intake valves), $1,800; cam and lifters, $200; valve springs, $150; titanium retainers and keepers, $200; rings, $100; bearings, $150; gaskets, $150; induction system (carburetor), $450; (fuel injection), $1,000; dry-sump oiling system, $2,000. Most Chevy parts are available everywhere at very moderate prices. The cost per horsepower is very reasonable. When you factor in the overhaul cost, it's even more attractive. Those of you who are hotrodders are undoubtedly familiar with the big swap meets that go on all over. I saw an aluminum big block sell for $600 at a meet/auction last year. Those of you who want to use a $300 junkyard engine will think all of this is still too expensive. Several people have asked about using an Oldsmobile Quad Four engine. It would be a good choice, b u t . . . there are very few available used. The Cutlasses they are in are so new that if a car having one in it gets smashed, it will certainly be rebuilt and sold. If you think the Chevy is too costly, call your Olds dealer and ask how much a complete Quad Four costs. You should be sitting down when you ask!
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